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Letter 689
DREAM
Signs In The Shadows
2018-06-19

Dear Jesus,
Tuesday, 19 June 2018, 9PM.
Today just before I woke up at 5:30PM I had a dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was standing outside on the street just around the corner from my house. It was during
the day, but the light outside was rather diminished so that it appeared to be that of a full
solar eclipse.
About forty feet away from where I was standing, I saw a foldable tripod fabric cautionary
sign, the kind used in schools and department stores to warn others of a slipping hazard.
Someone had set one of these signs right in the middle of the right side of the road.
There was some artiMicial lighting coming from a street light on the side of the road
opposite of the sign which had turned on due to the darkness.
But the angle of the sign toward the street light was such that any detail on the sign was not
clearly visible due to dark shadows.
As I stood looking, a gentle breeze picked up and blew from my direction toward the sign.
The air movement was just enough to make the fabric of the sign billow out a little so that
the light coming from the street light removed the shadows and illuminated the side of the
tripod facing, and I was then able to see what was imprinted on it.
I saw that the fabric itself was dark-gray in color, and then I saw printed in black the
insignia of the Communist Party, the Hammer and Sickle, apparently silk-screened onto all
three sides of the sign.
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After I saw this, I noticed that just in front of me was another tripod cautionary sign. This
was made of a bright yellow fabric, and had the insignia of Chuck Missler’s Koinonia House,
which is that of a Man holding a Telescope looking into the distance, and the Scriptural
reference of Acts 17:11*, which is the motto of Koinonia House.

END OF DREAM.
After I woke up I was very sore in my shoulders, and had a spasm in one of my upper back
muscles.
Upon inquiring of the Lord, He said He would explain the dream to me later on.
*These (the Bereans) were more fair-minded than those in Thessalonica,
in that they received the word with all readiness,
and searched the Scriptures daily
to Mind out whether these things were so.
Acts 17:11
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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